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Series of seminars with speakers from the
consortium promoting a successful transfer of
knowledge of the PhasAGE topics between the
partners. The seminars are integrated into visiting
actions creating an interdisciplinary environment
for collaborative research.

Early-stage researchers (ESR) from the consortium
receive advanced training in the emerging field of
phase separation with access to career
development workshops to improve their
professional skills. ESRs are given preferential
access to PhasAGE training actions, including
training schools, research staff exchanges and
conference fellowships. 

PhasAGE includes activities for R&I management
capacity building through a mentorship program
and twinning and training short visits between staff
members from the institutions of the consortium.  
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PHASAGE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCESPHASAGE CONFERENCES

International conferences are organized yearly with
speakers from within and beyond the PhasAGE
consortium showcasing high-impact achievements in
phase transitions research. Each meeting includes a
symposium organized by the young researchers and
a dedicated biotech workshop.  

Instalações

PhasAGE is a Twinning project led by IBMC/i3S in
collaboration with University of Padova (UniPD, IT),
the Autonomous University of Barcelona (UAB, ES)
and the Vlaams Instituut voor Biotechnologie (VIB,
BE). The consortium aims to establish an European
Hub of Excellence in research and training in the
emerging field of biomolecular phase transitions in
aging and age-related disorders.

Five Training Schools to train participants on
theoretical and experimental aspects of phase
transitions and explore new scientific and
technological developments for studying different
aspects of phase separation in age-related diseases.

Alterations in the properties of the biomolecular
condensates and the formation of toxic protein
aggregates are hallmarks of late-onset pathologies,
including age-dependent neurodegenerative diseases.
However, the role of age-related modifications in
modulating the phase transition behavior of disease-
related proteins remains largely unexplored. By using
standardized computational and experimental
approaches, the PhasAGE consortium aims to
understand how aging or aging-related molecular
damage affects phase behavior of proteins in late-onset
diseases.

TRAINING SCHOOLS

EXPERT SEMINARS

ESR DEVELOPMENT

R&I BENCHMARKING

The cell biology field is undergoing a revolutionary change
with exciting advances in the cellular physiology field. Apart
from the well-described membrane-bound organelles, a new
paradigm has been brought to light, with biomolecular
phase separation leading to the assembly of molecules into
membrane-less organelles. These droplet-like condensates
are dynamic clusters of proteins and nucleic acids
regulating diverse cellular functions.

PhasAGE combines
training, mentoring,
and dissemination
activities to leverage
knowledge on protein
phase separation.

Changes in the morphological and physical properties of
these structures disturb their biological behaviour with
implications on cellular normal functioning. The
percentage of the elderly population is in rapid expansion,
raising concerns for the increase of late-onset diseases. The
complexity of the aging process is driven by alterations in
multiple molecular mechanisms, including protein assembly
and function. 
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